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Size Matters! 

The longer the forage particles are, the higher the chewing rates. Short particles of less than 

2.5 cm will decrease the chewing rates and the horses are more at risk for choking and 

gastric disturbances (Meyer et al, 2002). The picked-up forage will be chopped by the horse 

to a particle size of 2 mm in diameter and 1-4 mm of length, combined with larger parts 

(Meyer et al, 2002). The larger parts can influence the microbial flora in the hind gut by 

offering a different substrate to microbes. Depending on the type of feed, the horse will chew 

at different rates. Older research show chewing rates of 800-1200 chews per kg concentrates 

(Meyer, 1975) while forages are generally chewed way more often. The chewing rate of 1 kg 

of hay is around 3000-5000 chews per kg in horses and 7500 – 10000 chews per kg in ponies 

(Meyer, 1975).  These numbers were confirmed by Cuddeford (1995), who reports the 

chewing rate with 5500 per kg hay in horses. When forage is chopped, it is very important to 

focus on the remaining particle size. Opposed to the reported particle size of Meyer et al 

(2002), Cuddeford and Ellis report a longer size that matters. If the particle length is less 

than 3.5 cm per particle average, there is no difference between the chewing rate of 

concentrates or chopped forage (Cuddeford, 1992, Ellis, 2003). Oats and concentrates are 

only chewed 10-20 minutes per kg in horses and 30-40 minutes per kg in ponies, while forage 

is chewed for at least 40-80 minutes. This means, that long forage particles are better than 

short ones.  MAAAX™ LONGfibe™ cubes contain forage particles of even 4.5 cm and 

longer to secure sufficient chewing!  
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MAAAX™ LONGfibe™ cubes contain forage particles of 4.5 cm 

and longer to secure sufficient chewing! 


